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Abstract 

This investigation stems from the collection of the English subtitles – the only type of audiovisual translation 

available – of Il commissario Montalbano, the 37-episode Italian TV series produced by RAI (1999-2021) 

which, over the years, has enjoyed international recognition. Indeed, at present, there exist three English 

subtitled versions supplied by just as many independent companies: the DVD set distributed by Acorn Media 

(2010-2022) and the BBC (2008/2012-2022) broadcast in the UK – both titled Inspector Montalbano – are 

clearly detectable as British English; the MHz (2015?-2021) streaming in the USA – renamed Detective 

Montalbano – is undoubtedly identifiable as American English. Though limited to the 50 instances including 

mistranslations of Sicilianisms (see Furiassi, forthcoming), this analysis focuses on the cases in which the same 

Italian dialogue is rendered by means of distinct subtitles depending on the variety of English considered. 

Therefore, by discussing a sample of subtitles in which different translation choices are apparent, the aim of 

this piece of research is to highlight the intralingual metamorphoses present therein and to speculate on their 

plausible motivations. 
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